The 'effectiveness' scale--therapeutic outcome of pharmacologic therapies for ED: an international consensus panel report.
Despite availability of outcome measures and scales for assessing erectile dysfunction (ED) treatment efficacy, guidelines are not available for assessing broader therapeutic outcomes or defining treatment failure in ED. An International Consensus Advisory Panel was convened to develop guidelines, definitions and a new algorithm for evaluating treatment effectiveness in ED. These new guidelines are recommended for use in both research and clinical practice. A multidisciplinary, international panel, consisting of 11 senior researchers and clinicians, was convened to address pertinent issues concerning therapeutic outcome assessment for ED. The panel utilized a modified Delphi method of consensus development and proposed a new model for outcomes assessment. This model is inherently testable, using existing instruments and current methods of assessment. Following a comprehensive literature review and discussion, the Panel recommended adoption of a new treatment effectiveness conceptual framework or theoretical model for assessing therapeutic outcomes in ED. Treatment effectiveness is presumed to be a combined function of two other factors, treatment response and treatment satisfaction. Treatment response is based on the combined assessment of efficacy and tolerability, and treatment satisfaction on the combined assessment of patient and partner satisfaction. Taken together, these two domains define an overall domain of treatment effectiveness. This therapeutic index would be derived by independently assessing treatment efficacy and satisfaction by means of event logs, questionnaires or the more typical patient interview methods. In conclusion, the Ad Hoc Advisory Consensus Panel recommends adoption of a new framework or conceptual model for conducting ED outcome trials or clinical research. The concept of 'treatment effectiveness' is proposed as a new 'umbrella concept' or distal outcome to be evaluated.